
7 bedroom Country House for sale in Coin, Málaga

Alhaurin el Grande is a beautiful and active pueblo, lot of activities and nice cafes and restaurants. In general
Guadalhorce Valley area is fabulous for relaxing and enjoying your time with privacy and beautiful views but still close
to services. 
This very spacious and modern finca is located officially in Coin, so you are in the middle of two Andalusian pueblos;
Coin and Alhaurin el Grande. Only 25 mins from Malaga centro or airport and local services in few minutes away. You
can walk to the closest, new and delicious restaurant.

Finca has two independent floors. Both floors of the property has private entrances and parking areas. The ground
floor apartment has been renovated and it has very spacious rooms. 3 bedrooms (2 share the same entrance so this
side could be used for many ways) and 1 super spacious bathroom. Beautiful and modern new kitchen and dining
room area, access directly to the garden. Living room with access to the spacious patio, looking over to the large pool
area and barbeque area. On the patio you have summer kitchen facilities. 

Swimming pool is very big and you have beautiful mountain and campo views all around the pool area. There is a
space for many sunbeds, umbrellas and lot more. You can decorate this area very beautifully. The barbeque area is
covered and there is a space for large dining table, sofas, how ever you want to decorate this area too. 

The main entrance to 1st floor apartment is on the entrance way when you enter the property. Very elegant and old
style entrance way with pine trees. On the first floor property you have 4 bedrooms (master en-suite), second very
spacious bathroom. 3 bedrooms has built-in ward ropes. All the bedrooms are on the side of the house, so you have
privacy there. Beautiful living room with fireplace, staircase to the upstairs little tower room and balcony. Independent
kitchen with a beautiful wood decoration on its entrance. This apartment has private entrance patio, overlooking the
campo and mountains views. 

All bedrooms (both apartments) have new air conditioning units and as well ground floor living room and kitchen.
Property has a big septic tank which is just emptied. Depends how you occupies the whole property, you have a
different ways to use the premises. Property has been partly renovated, with modern new style, still keeping the
Andalusian style. This is a spacious property for bigger family and/or rental investment.

The 5996m2 plot is all fenced with electric automatic entrance gate. You have neighbors, you are not too isolated and
you have total privacy around your property.

  7 bedrooms   3 bathrooms   424m² Build size
  5,996m² Plot size   Swimming Pool   South-west orientation
  45 m² terrace   Private garden   Private pool
  Mountainside   Amenities near   Air conditioning
  Fully fitted kitchen   Fireplace   Private terrace
  Water tank   Separate apartment   Country view
  Mountain view   Indoor pool   Covered terrace
  Garden view   Pool view   Panoramic view

560,000€
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